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Abstract
In this paper, we offer the non-continuous direction
vector I test, an extension of the direction vector I test, to 
make sure whether there are integer-valued solutions for
one-dimensional arrays with constant bounds and
non-one-increment.
Index Terms ? Parallelizing Compilers, Data
Dependence Analysis.
1. Introduction
The data dependence problem in general case can be
reduced to that of checking whether a system of one linear 
equation with m unknown variables has a simultaneous
integer solution, which satisfies the constraints for each
variable in the system. Assume that a linear equations in a 
system is written as (1?1):
where
each is an integer for  and each  is a
scalar integer variable for 1 Suppose that the
constraints to each variable in (1?1) are represented as (1?2):
, X
,0112211 aXaXaXaXa mmmm ????? ???
ja mj ??0 X
.mk ??
kkk NXM ??
k
k = Mk + (m-1) * INCk and 1 ? m ? P,
where  and  are integers for,kM
m
kN kINC
k ??1  and  and  are, respectively,
lower bound, upper bound and increment of a general loop
and P is the number of loop iteration in the general loop and
P = 
,kM kN kINC
.1
)( ??
k
a ,1
kkN
INC
M
?
Famous data dependence
methods include [1-9].
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1
ma ,, 1?
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??? ?mX 1?ma 1 mm Xa
2. Background
2.1. The Direction Vector I Test
Definitions 2?1, cited from [2, 9], defines an interval
equation.
Definition 2?1: Let , L and U be
integers. A linear equation (2?1),
22 ??Xa
 [L, U], is referred to as an 
interval equation.
In light of [9], the direction vector I test considers a pair
of same index variables to justify the movement of the two
variables to the right. A pair of same index variables in the
equation (2?1) can be moved to the right if the coefficients of
the two variables have small enough values to justify the
movement of the two variables to the right.
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3. The Non-continuous Direction Vector I Test
3.1.  Non-continuous Interval-Equation
Definition 3?0: Let [M, N, INC,
INC
MN ?
+1] represent
the non-continuous integer intervals from M to N, i.e., the
set of all of the non-continuous integers,
.11|)1(
?
?
?
?
?
? ???????
INC
MN
PINCPM ?
Definition 3-1: Let be integers.
For each k, 1? k ? m, let each of Mk and Nk be integer,
where Mk ? Nk. If m > 0, then the equation,
is said to be ([M1, N1, INC1,
mm aaaa ,,,, 110 ??
,0a?11 XaXa mm??
1
11
INC
MN ?
+1]; …; [Mm, Nm, INCm,
m
mMm
INC
N ?
+1])-
integer solvable if there exist integers j1, j2, …, jm, such
that
· .0112211 ajajajaja mmmm ????? ???
· For each k, 1? k ? m: jk = Mk+(p-1)?INCk, where p is an
integer and 1 ? p ?
k
kk
INC
MN ?
+1.?
Definition 3-2: Let L and U be
integers. A non-continuous interval equation is an equation
in the form of a [L, U, INC,
mm aaaa ,,,, 110 ??
??? mm XaX 1 ?1
INC
LU ?
11 ?Xa
+1], which denotes the set of normal equations
consisting of: L, …, 
L + (
1 ?? ? mm Xa
?
1 Xa
mX
?
? ? ma
INC
LU ?
 ) ? INC = U.?
Definition 3-3: Let L and U be
integers. For each k, 1? k ? m, let each of Mk and Nk be 
either an integer, where Mk ? Nk. If m > 0, then the 
non-continuous interval equation
,,,,, 110 mm aaaa ??
??? mm XaXa 11 ?  [L, U, INC,
INC
LU ?
+1] is said 
to be ([M1, N1, INC1,
1
11
INC
MN ?
+1];  …;[Mm, Nm,
INCm,
m
mm
INC
MN ?
+1])-integer solvable if one or more of
the equations in the set which it denotes is ([M1, N1, INC1,
1
11
INC
MN ?
+1]; …; [Mm, Nm, INCm,
m
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INC
MN ?
+1])-
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integer solvable.?
3.2. Mathematical Preliminaries
Definition 3-4: Let S and S  be sets of non-continuous
integers. We define an addition and a substitution operation
on sets of non-continuous integer as follows:
'
's }'and SS ??
}'and SS 's ?? Note that if S is the
non-continuous integer interval ]1, ?,,[ ?
INC
LU
INCUL
,,
n
s?and } , it follows that
]1,
]1
?
?? '
?
?
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L
S
U
INC
 and 
].1,
]1
?
?? '
?
?
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L
S
U
INC
?
Lemma 3-1: Let ]1,,, ??
INC
LU
INCUL[  be a
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non-continuous integer interval. Let
]1,,,[ ??
DIF
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DIFNM
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be also a 
non-continuous integer interval, where 
. Let S = {b*y + c*z| y and z are,
respectively, one element in 
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Proof: Omitted due to space limit.?
3.3. Non-continuous Interval-Equation Transformation
First, if two variables are related by a direction vector
constraint of "=," they may be replaced by a single variable.
Second, terms with zero coefficients may be omitted. Finally,
a ">" constraint from one variable to another may be replaced
by a constraint in the reverse direction. Taking all of those
points into account, we propose Lemma 3-2, which is 
extended from Theorem 3 in [9].
Lemma 3-2: Let E=[(3-1), (3-2)], where (3-1) is equal to 
,
and (3-2) is equal
to ]1
 and ?q
.qZ
Let E’=[(3-3), (3-4)], where (3-3) is 
equal to qZ
)m()( mmmm INCMNcbU ????
mmm Mcb *)( ??
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If ,INCLUtm ????0,
,of INC then E is integer
solvable iff E’ is integer solvable.
Proof: Omitted due to space limit.?
We take an example to show the power of Lemmas
3-1 and 3-2. Consider the normal linear equation (Ex1): X1
- X2 = 0, subject to the constraints X1 and X2: [1, 9, 2, 5] and
X1 < X2. First, the non-continuous direction vector I test
transforms the equation (Ex1) into the following
non-continuous interval equation (Ex1-1): X1 - X2 = [0, 0, 2,
1]. In light of Lemmas 3-1 and 3-2, because the coefficients
of X1 and X2 are, respectively, 1 and -1, t1 is equal to 2.
Since t1 ? 2, 0 ? t1 ? 2 and t1 is a multiple of 2, the
condition of the movement for the pair of the same index
variable, X1 and X2 is satisfied according to Lemma 3-2.
Therefore, X1 and X2 are selected to move to the 
right-hand-side of (Ex1-1). Due to Lemma 3-2, a new
non-continuous interval equation is obtained (Ex1-2): 0 =
[2, 8, 2, 4]. Because 2 ? 0 is false, 0 is not one element in
the non-continuous integer interval [2, 8, 2, 4]. Thus, the
non-continuous direction vector I test concludes that there
is no integer-valued solution.
3.4. Interval-Equation Transformation Using the GCD
Test
If all coefficients for variables in the non-continuous
interval equation have no sufficiently small values to justify
the movements of variables to the right, then Lemmas 3-1
and 3?2 can not be applied to result in the immediate
movement. While every variable in a non-continuous interval
equation cannot be moved to the right, Theorem 3?1 and
Lemma 3-3 describe a transformation using the GCD test that
enables additional variables to be moved.
Theorem 3-1: Let E=[(3-1), (3-2)], and let g = gcd(a1, ?,
an, bn+1, ?, bm, cn+1, ?, cm). E is integer solvable iff
g*?L/g? is one element of the integer set {L+(m-1)?INC| 1?
m ?
INC
LU ?
+1}.
Proof: Omitted due to space limit.?
Lemma 3-3: Let E=[(3-1), (3-2)], and let 
g=gcd . Let
E’=[(3-5), (3-6)], where (3-5) is equal to
),,,,,,,,(
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and]1,,,[and ?
?
??
q
qq
qqqqq
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INCNMZY
forqq ZY ?  If L, U and INC are,
respectively, a multiple of g then E is integer solvable iff E’
is integer solvable.
.1 mqn ???
Proof: Omitted due to space limit. ?
3.5. Time Complexity
A pair of same index variables with small enough
coefficients is easily found according to Lemmas 3?1 and
3?2. In light of Lemmas 3?1 and 3?2, it is obvious that the
worst-case time complexity to finding a pair of coefficients
enough is ?(m), where m is the number of variables in a 
non-continuous interval equation. The number of looking for
all pairs of small enough coefficients in a non-continuous
interval equation is at most
2
m times because the number
of pairs moved in the non-continuous interval equation is at 
most
2
m pairs. Thus, the worst-case time complexity to 
move all pairs is ?(m2).
To calculate the new non-continuous integer interval on 
the right-hand side of a non-continuous interval equation due
to the movement of the qualified pairs actually is equivalent
to apply a single Banerjee-Wolfe inequality. Applying a 
single Banerjee-Wolfe inequality to calculate the lower 
bound and the upper bound of the new non-continuous
integer interval needs a constant time ?(y), where y is a 
constant. Thus, for calculating all new non-continuous
integer interval, the worst-case time complexity is ?(m)
because there are at most
2
m  moves.
If all coefficients in a non-continuous interval equation
have no absolute values of 1, then Lemma 3?3 employs the
GCD test to reduce all coefficients to obtain small enough
coefficients to justify the movement of a pair of same index
variables to the right. In the worst cases, the non-continuous
direction vector I test contains m GCD tests. That study [2] 
shows that a large percentage of all coefficients have
absolute values of 1 in one-dimensional array references with
linear subscripts in real programs. Therefore, the GCD test is
not always applied to reduce all coefficients in the equations
inferred from one-dimensional array references with linear
subscripts in real programs because all coefficients in the
equations have at least an absolute value of 1. The worst-case
time complexity to the non-continuous direction vector I test
to testing those one-dimensional array references with linear 
subscripts in real programs is immediately derived to be 
?(m2). The worst-case time complexity of the direction
vector I test is also ?(m2) [9]. Therefore, it is inferred that the
non-continuous direction vector I test still remains the
efficiency of the direction vector I test.
4. Experimental Results
We have tested our method and performed experiments
on the codes abstracted from two numerical packages: Vector 
Loop and Livermore [10, 11]. 603 pairs of tested
one-dimensional array references consisting of the same pair
of array references with different direction vectors were
observed under constant bounds and non-one-increment. The
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proposed method is only applied to test those
one-dimensional arrays with subscripts under constant
bounds and non-one-increment. It is very clear from Table 1
that the proposed method could properly solve whether there
are definitive results for one-dimensional arrays with
subscripts under constant bounds and non-one-increment.
Benchmark
The number of
definitive results
Vector Loop 522
Livermore 81
Table 1. The result is to solve whether there are
integer-valued solutions for one-dimensional arrays
with subscripts under constant bounds and
non-one-increment.
5. Conclusions
According to the time complexity analysis, the
proposed method remains the efficiency of the direction
vector I test. Therefore, assume that depending on the
application domains and environments, the proposed method
can be applied independently or together with other famous
methods to analyze data dependence for linear-subscript
array references.
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